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Abstract— To increase data rate of wireless medium with 

high performance, orthogonal frequency division 

multiplexing (OFDM) is used. Recently wavelet transform 

is a possible transform to generate the sub channels in a 

multicarrier system. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is 

faster than fast Fourier transform of OFDM hence it’s 

replaced by transform technique for OFDM so it is called as 

orthogonal wavelet division multiplexing (OWDM). For 

both designing wavelets and measure a performance in 

terms of BER and SNR using AWGN channel, we proposed 

a fast lifting discrete wavelet transform (LDWT) technique. 

Performance of BER is evaluated and the design of LDWT 

based OWDM is synthesized through computer simulations 

using MATLAB. The Lifting Scheme architecture is 

implemented on FPGA optimizing hardware, speed & cost. 

The RTL code is written in Verilog-HDL and simulated in 

Modelsim. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a 

multicarrier modulation scheme used in multipath fading 

environment to transmit digital data efficiently. 

Orthogonality of subcarriers is the main concept allows 

simultaneous transmission of a lot of sub-carriers in a tight 

frequency space without interference from each other. Each 

subchannel carries a quadrature amplitude modulated 

(QAM) signal. Conventional OFDM system is deployed 

with IFFT and FFT then multiplex the signals in parallel at 

the transmitter and receiver respectively. OFDM has been 

adopted in a number of wireless applications including DSL, 

IEEE802.11a/HiperLAN2, WiMAX, Digital Video 

Broadcasting (DVB-T), Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB), 

and Long Term Evolution (LTE). However, high-rate data 

communications are significantly limited by inter symbol 

interference (ISI) because of the time dispersive nature of 

the wireless channel. To avoid Inter Carrier Interference 

guard band will need to be placed in between any adjacent 

carriers, which results in lower data rate. The   bandwidth 

waste brought by adding cyclic prefix, which is used to 

reduce the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) also reduces the 

spectrum efficiency. OFDM requires very high Peak to 

Average Power Ratio (PAPR) compared to OWDM [1]. 

To optimize spectrum efficiency multicarrier 

systems have been proposed based on wavelet transform 

that is called as Orthogonal Wavelet Division Multiplexing 

(OWDM). Discrete Wavelet transforms (DWT) have been 

considered as alternative platforms for replacing FFT [4]. 

Here to satisfy perfect reconstruction and orthonormal 

properties it employs Low Pass Filter (LPF) and High Pass 

Filter (HPF) operating as Quadrature Mirror Filters. The 

DWT based OFDM system has better performance than that 

of the FFT-OFDM [7]. The main advantage of using 

OWDM is that it is a very flexible system and it can offer a 

high degree of side lobe suppression. The effect of aliasing 

can be decreased and therefore the orthogonality between 

the subs bands by increasing the order of the wavelets. 

The proposed fast lifting scheme approach for (9, 

7) filter in DWT is to get sequence of simple filtering steps 

by decompose the finite impulse response (FIR) filters in 

wavelet transform. The main feature of the lifting-based 

DWT scheme is to break up the high-pass and low-pass 

wavelet filters into a sequence of upper and lower triangular 

matrices, and convert the filter implementation into banded 

matrix multiplications [5]. This scheme often requires far 

fewer computations compared to the convolution based 

DWT and reduces the hardware complexity and memory 

accesses. In input wavelet types Haar wavelet is the most 

suited for OWDM because of the higher resilience to noise 

in a channel followed by the Daubechies family, while the 

Symlet wavelet is the least suited[2][6][8]. 

II. ORTHOGONAL WAVELET DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 

(OWDM) 

Wavelet modulation is modulation scheme in which data 

being transmitted by using wavelet transformation 

techniques. A wavelet is a small portion of a continuous 

signal. Discrete wavelet  are discretely sampled .The 

advantage of wavelet transform than other transforms such 

as Fourier transform is discrete both in time as well as scale. 

OWDM using the discrete wavelet transform is a 

multiplexing transmission method in which data being 

assign to wavelet sub bands having different time and 

frequency resolution. The main advantage of using OWDM 

is that it can offer a high degree of side lobe suppression and 

it is a very flexible system. The Wavelet Transform should 

satisfy orthonormal basis property and the perfect 

reconstruction property .By analyzing the wavelets, it can be 

seen that there is an overlap of the frequency response 

between the sub channels resulting in a certain amount of 

aliasing. By increasing the order of the wavelets, the effect 

of aliasing can be decreased and therefore the orthogonality 

between the sub bands.  

In DWT -OWDM, the modulation and 

demodulation are implemented by wavelets rather than by 

Fourier transform. Wavelet based system establishes a small 

bit error rate probability than that of the Fourier transform 

based system. Discrete Wavelet Transform have got both 

low pass and high pass filters which actually acts as the 

Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF) [8].  
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Fig. 1: Filter splitting 

As shown in figure the low pass filter coefficients 

is called as approximated coefficients and the high pass 

filter coefficients is called as detailed coefficients. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The OWDM system with lifting wavelet transform blocks 

(ILWT / LWT). This block consists of serial to parallel and 

parallel to serial, QAM modulation and demodulation, 

LDWT and ILDWT, AWGN channel. 

 
Fig. 2: Block Diagram for LWT Based OWDM 

A. Lifting Discrete Wavelet Transform: 

The second generation of wavelets which are below the 

name of lifting scheme be introduced by Wim Sweldens [9]. 

The relative difference between the wavelets and sine waves 

are the basis of Fourier analysis exist to sinusoids do not 

have limited duration they extend from minus to plus 

infinity but wavelets tend to be irregular and asymmetric 

and sinusoids are smooth. The main feature of the lifting-

based wavelet transform is to break-up the high pass and the 

low pass wavelet filters into a sequence of smaller filters. 

Wavelet analysis is the breaking up a signal in to shifted and 

scaled versions of the original wavelet, in Fourier analysis 

breaks up a signal in to sine waves of different frequencies. 

In the lifting scheme signal is divided like a zipper. Behind 

that a series of convolution accumulate operations across the 

divide signals is applied. Hence the lifting based forward 

wavelet transform essentially is to first apply the lazy 

wavelet on the input stream (split into even and odd 

samples), then alternately execute primal and dual lifting 

steps, and finally scale the two output streams by 1K and K 

respectively, to produce low-pass and high-pass subbands, 

Every transform of the filter bank is called lifting steps. A 

sequence of lifting steps consists of alternating lifts to be, 

once the low pass is fixed and the high pass is changed as 

well as in the next step the high pass is fixed and the low 

pass is changed. Successive steps of the same direction can 

be merged. 

 
    Fig. 3: Block Diagram for Forward LDWT 

Steps in forward lifting wavelet transform 

 Lazy wavelet transform splits signal in two new 

signals: the odd samples signal and the   even 

samples signal. 

 Prediction step: Its objective is computing a 

prediction for the odd samples, based on the even 

samples (or viceversa). This prediction is 

subtracted to the odd samples creating an error 

signal. 

 Update step: This step recalibrates the low 

frequency branch with some of the energy removed 

during sub sampling. It uses the predicted odd 

samples to prepare the even ones (or viceversa). 

This update is subtracted to even samples 

producing the signal. 

Here N=2 means, we will be having two stages of 

lifting scheme i.e predict1, update1 and in second stage 

predict2, update2 

The lifting Scheme algorithm is applied as:  

1) Split step  

Xe_X (2i) even samples   

Xo_X(2i+1)  odd samples   

2) Lifting Steps, N=2  

Predict P1: D (i) =Xo (i) +a [Xe (i) +Xe (i+1)]   

Update U1: S (i) =Xe (i) +a [D (i-1) +D (i)]   

Predict P2: YH(i) =D (i) +c [S(i)+S(i+1)]   

Update U2: YL(i) = S (i)+d[YH(i-1)+YH(i)]   

3) Scaling step  

YH(i)=K YH(i)   

YL(i)=1/K YL(i)     

Where  a=-1.586134342, b=-0.0529801185  

c=0.882911076, d=-0.443506852 and  

K=1.149604398.  

These fractional values are multiplied by a factor of 128 to 

convert them to decimal values. These mathematical 

equations can be illustrated by the figure . It shows original 

samples, intermediate samples and final coefficients. 
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Fig. 4: Diagram of LDWT (9, 7) filter 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulation parameters: 

No. of subcarriers (FFT and DWT): 64 

Modulation: 16-QAM 

Channel: AWGN 

 

Fig. 5: Waveform of Transmitted and Received Signal in 

OWDM 

 
Fig. 6: BER Vs SNR Plot for 16-QAM OWDM System 

 
Fig. 7: Inputs for LDWT 

 
Fig.; 8: Outputs for LDWT Using Multiplication Operator 

 
      Fig. 9: ILDWT Output for Shift Operation 

 
        Fig. 10: LDWT Output for Shift Operation 

When 16-QAM modulated data is transformed 

using LDWT algorithm at transmitter side and passed 

through the AWGN noise channel and after receiving data 

apply inverse transform then demodulated to get transmitted 

noise added bits at receiver side this is shown in figure 5. 

Figure 6 is obtained MATLAB result for the plot of bit error 

rate versus signal to noise ratio for OWDM system. Figure 7 

is the inputs to be transmitting which is simulated in 

modelsim using verilog programming, figure 8 is the result 

obtained using multiplication operation in LDWT algorithm. 

Figure 9 and10 shows the simulated outputs of ILDWT and 

LDWT blocks using logical shifting operator in Lifting 

algorithm. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented the simulation result approaches 

for DWT-OFDM as an alternative form for FFT-OFDM 

system. As we known Fourier based systems need addition 

of cyclic prefix whereas DWT based OFDM systems do not 

need cyclic prefix because of the overlapping nature of their 

properties, thus increasing the bandwidth efficiency and also 

decreases the bit error rate for 16-QAM modulation scheme. 

In this paper the lifting scheme based DWT architecture is 
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proposed using (9/7) filter and Simulation is done using 

MATHLAB for bit error rate analysis and also given the 

verilog simulations  for reduced hardware complexity by 

using logical shifting instead of multiplication operation in 

lifting algorithm and results are analyzed. 
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